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Access to AMA Unsecured Services Billing Guidelines (member's required application) The Alberta Health Insurance Plan pays for many of the services a patient can get from their doctor. AHCIP does not cover the following unsecured services: Transfer medical records: For information about patient
access/obtaining a copy of medical records, see How to request a copy of your EHR on the Alberta Health website. For information on how fees are estimated for this service, see the HIA Regulated Fee Schedule on this website. Renewal of telephone prescription Tips and immunizations Some of the
insured procedures (e.g. circumcision, nipple removal) Forms, reports or letters* Patients must be notified of compensation before providing an unsecured service. Payment is expected when you receive the service. *You or a third party – such as an employer, insurance company, lawyer or school – can
ask your doctor to complete the form, application, letter, etc. Providing these types of uninsured services requires the time, expertise (and office materials) of your doctor and her staff. In some cases, physical examination may also be required. You (or a third party) will be charged a fee to cover these
costs. For more information on insured and unsecured services under AHCIP, please visit: Access AMA Guidelines for Unsecured Billing Services MSC Payment schedule is a list of fees approved by the Medical Services Commission paid to enrolled physicians for insured medical services provided to



beneficiaries enrolled in an SME. Previous versions of MSC payment schedule (PDF, 2.9MB) - Updated 1. 2020 MSC Payment Schedule (PDF, 2.9MB) - Updated Nov 1, 2019 MSC Payment Schedule (PDF, 2.9MB) - Updated Mar 31, 2019 MSC Payment Schedule (PDF, 2.8MB) - updated 1. 2018 MSC
Payment schedule (PDF, 3.9MB) - Updated December 31, 2017 MSC Payment Schedule (PDF, 3.9MB) - updated July 1, 2017 MSC Payment schedule (PDF, 3.9MB) - updated July 1, 2017 MSC Payment schedule (PDF, 3.36MB) - Updated December 1, 2016 MSC Payment Schedule (PDF, 3.6MB) -
Updated June 1, 2016 Above is the information required to provide this article in your paper or presentation. The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) recommends the following citation style, which is now an almost universally accepted citation style for scientific papers: Halpern SD,
Ubel PA, Caplan AL, Marion DW, Palmer AM, Schiding JK, et al. Solid organ transplantation in PATIENTS infected with HIV. N Engl J Med. 2002;347:284-7. About ICMJE and the styles of quoting ICMJE is a small group of editors of general medical journals who first met informally in Vancouver, British
Columbia, in 1978. The group became known as the Vancouver Group. Her handwriting requirements, including formats for bibliographic references developed by the US National Medical Library (NLM), were the first In 1979, the Vancouver Group expanded and developed into the International
Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), which meets annually. ICMJE has produced Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing and Publishing of Scientific Work in Medical Journals to help authors and editors create and distribute accurate, clear and readily available reports on
biomedical studies. An alternative version of the ICMJE style is to further list the month number of editions, but since most magazines use continuous paganation, the shorter form provides enough information to find a reference. The NLM now lists all authors. The BCMJ standard citation style is a small
modification of the ICMJE/NLM style, as follows: Only the first three authors are listed, followed by et al. There is no period after the log name. Page numbers are not truncated. For more information on ICMJE's recommendations for behaviour, reporting, editing and publishing scientific work in medical
journals, visit the www.icmje.org BCMJ Copyright Guidelines: Practice Manager Report: Physician responsible for human resources work purposes: Implements several aspects of administration [YOUR CLINIC NAME], including: finances, including payroll, bookkeeping supervision, helping doctors
develop and maintain budgets, financial reporting, banking, cash flow, etc. It serves as the main point of contact between eight MOA and six doctors for issues relating to pay, benefits and hours of work, and hr decision-making in accordance with policies put in place by doctors. Coordinating the
performance review process for MOAs. Coordination of staff and new activities for the recruitment of doctors, orientation and training. We recommend, plan and audit the wage structure. Ensuring compliance with applicable human resources laws. Maintaining employee human resources files. Developing,
recommending approval and maintaining staff working hours and vacation schedules. Providing advice to physicians on finances, human resources and other administrative matters. Other related duties as appropriate. Opening hours and location: Works up to 20 hours a week in [YOUR CLINIC NAME]
and/or at your own business place. It is also available by email and phone to staff to respond to inquiries during clinic opening hours (theoretically allocate 1 hour per week to resolve outside the office of communication). Medical Assistant Job Description [Sample] Job Title: Assistant Medical Office
Responds: Physician Responsible for Human Resources (rotated every six months) Purpose of the job: Support doctors [OF YOUR CLINIC NAME] in clinic surgeries and in providing patient care. All work should be submitted according to the standards and procedures set out in [YOUR CLINIC NAME]
and the procedure manual or otherwise required by doctors [YOUR CLINIC NAME]. Duties: Coordinates patient care through the clinic – registration, preparation, escort in room and preparing rooms for examination or treatment of the next patient. Phone response queries personally in a useful, polite and
effective manner. Manages fax machines. Maintains a naming schedule and manages recalls. Maintains electronic medical records, including patient records. It ensures that the test rooms are properly stocked and ensures they are ready for the next patient. It ensures patient confidentiality. Cleans and
sterilizes materials and instruments. It performs preparatory procedures for patients and documents the findings in the patient's records. It carries out multi-payer collection procedures (SME, ICBC, WCB, etc.) and applies and collects unsecured fees where applicable. He orders and receives kitchen,
office and medical supplies. Performs all other related clinical, administrative or specific tasks as appropriate. General skills and abilities: Works well in a team environment. Good written and verbal communication skills. Expertise with your computer, including internet usage, electronic medical records,
and MS Office software. Speed and accuracy. He can solve problems. He's got good judgment. Clinical skills and abilities: Manage and apply the bpTRU monitor. Prepare patients and set up test rooms for complete physical examinations, including pap set. Prepare the patient children for a good
children's examination. Apply and remove the Holter monitor, explain holter diary to patients and send Holter to Westheart Cardiology. Accurately measure the height and weight of the patient (including infants). Operate the autoclave. Performing and recording results for various laboratory tests
performed in the clinic such as urineliza and occult stool tests. Basic certificate for maintaining a heart life. See moa sample job description. Employee Performance Development Plan Forms [sample] Download sample employee performance development plan &gt; Supply Location List [sample]
Download sample Supply Location List &gt; Schedule unsecured fees Access the most active guidance to compensate BC physicians. Currently since April 2014. This table is a sample of the fee schedule used by a clinic that does not use BCMA guidelines for compensation. Insert the clinic rate and add
lines for additional fee items. Schedule of fees for clinic for unsecured services Standard Rate Clinical Services Complete physical examination Office visit Missed appointment – regular term Missed appointment- physical injection – subcutaneous or muscular (injection- only) Forms and notes Insurance
form – long insurance form – short professional fitness assessment form (non Canada Post) Other various forms or notes Physical fitness exams for schools, camps, etc. Sick note Driving medical examination and report – non-patient Driving medical examination and report – patient General insurance
examination Medical legal form/letter on the patient's condition Medical-legal letter/form (short, factual) Medico-legal report (includes symptoms, history, records, diagnosis, treatment, and present status) Medico-legal opinion (report plus expert opinion) Overview of EMR records (15 min) Photocopying per
page (first 10 pages) Photocopying per page (each additional page after 10 pages) pages) telephone (15 min) Prescription renewal by telephone (by call) General express consent form [sample] This short form must be completed and signed before medical information is given to any third party, including
other physicians, allied healthcare professionals (physiotherapists, chiropractors, etc.) and for all medical-legal requirements. All points in parentheses should be amended for the purpose of the application. DATE: I, (patient name) consent to (doctor's name) disclosure of relevant parts or summary of my
medical records (to whom it is published) for the purpose (add purpose). (Patient signature) [YOUR CLINIC NAME] EMR Contingency Plan Coordinator (DTC): Name the person/group responsible for managing these plans. Storage Location: Specify the physical or digital location of copies of this plan.
Effective date: Specify the date on which this plan took effect. Next review date: Specify the date on which this plan should pass review and update. Purpose and scope This contingency plan is used to maintain continuity of care and business functions before, during, after an EMR downtime event occurs
and fits into the clinic's comprehensive emergency plan. Once completed, this checklist will help ensure access to patient information in EMR for pre-booked patients, identify processes for work during downtime, and establish post-downtime data entry plans to maintain continuity of patient records in
EMR. Tracking steps The following steps are listed in this document: Identify the main roles in case of downtime Identify all contacts that may be required in case of downtime Review the stoptime contingency checklist Complete the contingency plan for each critical business function Often check your
copy of EMR Business Continuity (BCC) and this checklist note all step 1 downtime events: Identify and specify the roles listed below, bearing in mind the following points: Each member will need to know their role and responsibility with regard to the plan, including who will coordinate and support the
activities of events throughout, during and after they occur. Each member in charge of coordination or support role must be familiar with primary technology, administrative and clinical workflow processes that require protection during short- or long-term downtime. Role Name/Position Contact Info
Coordinator DTC Plan Alternative DTC Coordinator Technical Representative (s)(Local IT) Alternative Technical Representative (s)(Local IT) Step 2: Identify contacts with belittles for all providers of clinical and IT services Role Contact Info EMR Vendor Helpdesk Utility company eg. BC Hydro TELUS
Landlord Gas Company eg FortisBC Life Labs Hospital Labs Local Imaging Services Hospital Imaging Lab Step 3: Review the DTC checklist, focusing on the pre-Contingency section with all staff, physician (s) and local IT support as needed. Business Continuity EMR (BCC) provides a read-only copy of
the cumulative profile for patients who need to see a doctor within a few days. The BCC provides nightly downloads of patient records for patients who have an appointment within a certain number of days of the current day. Patient charts are downloaded in an encrypted format that can only be opened
using the clinic's EMR application. It is recommended that you set a monthly reminder to warn the DTC coordinator to check the BCC and the annual contingency plan review reminder. After reviewing the checklist, the DTC coordinator should make all necessary audits and inform all clinic staff and
doctors. Step 4: The table below is a suggested way to record unforeseen downtime circumstances for each major business function. The clinic should complete action plans for each business function, which specifies what it will do as an option for contingencies. The clinic is encouraged to review its
business functions and ensure that these functions are available manually if the clinic has not been able to access their EMR application (e.g. laboratory visa forms that will be manually completed by the doctor). If necessary, attach any other documents, templates, or checklists to support your DTC plan
to assist in future audits, including (e.g. community emergency plans, a list of people to contact when the clinic is down, etc.). These critical business functions and their related actions mentioned in action #4 in the standoff contingency checklist on page 5 in the section titled Non-consual Response
Critical Business Functions Action (here are only options /suggestions below) Access the BCC If part of the downtime solution is a wireless Internet solution associated with your EMR applications over this solution Receiving new laboratory and FA reports Phone numbers available to call lab and FA
departments Notify lab and FA departments to fax or call for urgent results Access to patient schedule Use a blank schedule of papers and patient handwriting information in the schedule Blank meeting forms and billing slips should be available as a temporary medical record Start manual process for
patient phone calls. Patients may be called back once the system has returned to the appointment of Patient Access Forms and Healthcare Providers Paper forms should be available in patient care areas where the Documentation Made Copies or information provided on the Encounter form for entering
emr after a halt takes place Practice should ensure that prescription pads are available for downtime events Copies made or information recorded on the Encounter form to enter EMR after downtime Phone dictation can be available Handheld recording devices can be used If there is no alternative, use
the paper recording system For stat orders, orders can be ordered by fax to the appropriate care facility For non-urgent, the test may be ordered, performed and documented on paper forms Copies made or information recorded on the Encounter form to enter emr after downtime forms Be available to
document billing codes After the system appears and starts enter codes into the system in the series day by day process Step 5: Often check your BCC and DTC checklist: Check the BCC monthly (eg. Whether this is to retrieve the correct amount of data) Practice the Firefighting Exercise (plan testing) at
least once a year and run a simulated readiness assessment test Review the DTC checklist as needed (i.e. whenever there are new operational changes or personnel changes affect the coordination of the plan) Step 6: Record all downtime events In case you need to invoke the specifics of the downtime,
it is recommended to document key points related to downtime. (E.g. power outages, loss of access to EMR, frequent intermittent emr access disruptions, intermittent but regular disruptions to EMR, local area network, or computer failures) DTC Ticket # Start Date/Time Details/Notes Status Action 2 –
Review the DTC plan and checklist every year, make any necessary changes and inform all clinic staff and doctors of any changes. Action 3 - Keep a copy of your DTC plan and checklist. Action 4 – Check the status and location of your spare hand stock - Rx pads, daysheets, meeting sheets, etc.,
Current response at a standstill (During a downtime event) Completed action 1 - Assess the downtime event and report your situation to the EMR vendor. Get a ticket # as needed. Determine the estimate of when the problem will be resolved. Request a call timeline for status updates. Note the start time
and details of the downtime in a simple log. Action 2 – Inform all clinic employees and doctors about the event deadlock and ongoing status. Action 3 – Inform external stakeholders, local IT, results delivery service providers (e.g. Excelleris, Medinet, etc.) or other dependent health services about your
downtime status and implement any prearranged strategies. Action 4 -Implementation of any critical continuity of care or administrative workflows to maintain patient safety and business continuity. (by step 4) Action 5 – Coordinating emergency operational measures. For example, if applicable, the use of
BCC or any manual procedures. Post-Downtime (Recovery Phase) Completed Action 1 - Inform all staff, doctors and external stakeholders that you are continuing to operate normally. Action 2 – Coordinate recovery, collation, and re-entry of all paper-based information collected during a downtime event.
Action 3 – In your diary, note your end-of-time downtime with event details and note how effectively your contingency plan worked. Contingency checklist (before event happens) e.g. monthly date Last completed action 1 – If your clinic primarily pre-booked patient visits, create a monthly task that will
remind you to check your BCC and report any defects to your EMR supplier. Action 2 – Review the DTC plan and checklist every year, make any necessary changes and inform all clinic staff and doctors of any changes. Action 3 - Keep a copy of your DTC plan and checklist. Action 4 – Check the status
and location of your spare hand stock - Rx pads, daysheets, meeting sheets, etc., Current response at a standstill (During a downtime event) Completed action 1 - Assess the downtime event and report your situation to the EMR vendor. Get a ticket # as needed. Determine the estimate of when the
problem will be resolved. Request a call timeline for status updates. Note the start time and details of the downtime in a simple log. Action 2 – Inform all clinic employees and doctors about the event deadlock and ongoing status. Action 3 – Inform external stakeholders, local IT, results delivery service
providers (e.g. Excelleris, Medinet, etc.) or other dependent health services about your downtime status and implement any prearranged strategies. Action 4 -Implementation of any critical continuity of care or administrative workflows to maintain patient safety and business continuity. (by step 4) Action 5
– Coordinating emergency operational measures. For example, if applicable, the use of BCC or any manual procedures. Post-Downtime (Recovery Phase) Completed Action 1 - Inform all staff, doctors and external stakeholders that you are continuing to operate normally. Action 2 – Coordinate recovery,
collation, and re-entry of all paper-based information collected during a downtime event. Action 3 – In your diary, note your end-of-time downtime with event details and note how effectively your contingency plan worked. EMR Quick Guide and Shortcuts This section is to provide useful information about
your clinic's EMR system. Here is a useful quick reference guide on 2-3 pages for the most important and well-used aspect of EMR. You can also refer to a more thorough EMR manual, if you have one available. Some useful ideas to include are: shortcut key instructions for frequently used processes
(new patients, schedule appointments, etc.) messages/emails/faxes, etc. To assist in this endeavour, it asks that staff, doctors and patients follow this Code of Conduct. Policy Components: Mutual Respect [YOUR CLINIC NAME] respects the time, rights and privacy of its patients. It requires patients to
recognise and respect the time, rights and privacy of doctors and staff. At the time of appointment General, [YOUR CLINIC NAME] tends to see patients on time. In order to ensure that this policy can be all patients, patients, staff and doctors are asked to be on time and ready for appointments.
Harassment free environment [YOUR CLINIC IME] provides harassment free environment for your patients and staff. Absolutely no conduct considered harassment will be tolerated in the clinic by anyone. These include, but are not limited to, offensive jokes, signs, words, cartoons, images, posters,
emails, jokes or statements, pranks, intimidation, physical assault or contact, violence or sexual assault. Missed meeting fees [YOUR CLINIC NAME] require 24-hour advance notice to cancel appointments. We'll give you missed appointments. Our fee is [$x] Opening and closing Checklist Start of day
Unlock door Disarm alarm Assign test rooms to doctors Turn music on Start coffee maker Unload dishwasher Daily Check the vaccine supply Empty 'Out' Baskets in doctor's offices (11am and 4pm) Patient reminders Create MSP claims End of living room check - Empty inspection rooms stocked Ensure
all MOA and exam tables are clean. (No patient data, Rx pads, etc.) Charts withdrawn for the next day Chart room locked Check narcotics locked Music off Confirm on-call doctor with paging service Phones set to 'Night' Lights off Alarm set Lock doors Dishwasher to exam Prep Clear counters, sinks,
beds and floor Check computer checked out cloth dresses in lingerie Changing paper on beds Provide tissue hand towel supplied weekly (Fridays) Provide emergency kits stocked with PAP recall partners [YOUR CLINIC NAME] This chapter describes how the clinic works with other stakeholder groups –
which should be be defined by each practice. This is an example. Visit to specialist facility Terms of use by experts booking appointments Health Board Working conditions together Hospice Working conditions together Hospice referral procedures physiotherapies Names and working conditions together
occupational therapists Working conditions together midwives names and working conditions together Pharmacy names and conditions of joint work together
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